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Abstract: Software component technology supports the cost-effective development of e-commerce applications but also introduces special security problems. In particular, a malicious component is a threat to any application incorporating it. Therefore wrappers are of interest which control the behavior of components at run-time and enforce the application’s security policies. The wrapper of a component monitors the component behavior at its interfaces and checks its compliance with the security behavior constraints of the component’s employment contract. We propose state-based security policy definitions, report on their suitable design, and clarify their employment by means of a component-structured e-procurement application.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The approach of component-structured software envisages applications composed from cost-effective components. The components are supplied by different developers and are offered to a growing community of customers on an open market (cf. Szyperski, 1997). By selection, configuration, and customization of components powerful applications can be built which are tailored to the special needs of single customers. The benefits of the component approach, however, are accompanied by a series of technical problems. The architecture of component-structured application systems really extends the conception of distributed object-based applications. In particular, it imposes new security aspects since it introduces new principals and roles. In addition to users and application system owners, also component vendors and host providers have to be considered. On the one hand they introduce their own security objectives. On the other hand, they introduce new types of threats since in general the different principals cannot trust each other to full extent. Considering that enterprises
are increasingly dependent on their information systems, the security of the applications is of growing importance. Therefore approaches are of interest which support the security of those component-structured application systems incorporating code obtained from not necessarily fully trusted sources.

Of course, the composition of applications from various components causes not only security problems. Among other properties, in particular it is essential for the functionality of an application that each component acts in accordance with its specifications. Therefore the approach of software components refers to the employment of explicit contracts. Each component integration shall be accompanied by a contract which is legally binding and describes agreed properties of a component and, in particular, its interface. According to (Beugnard et al., 1999), a contract consists of four parts specifying the structure of a component interface (i.e., methods, input and output parameters, exceptions), the desired behavior of the component and its environment, synchronization aspects, and quantitative quality-of-service properties.

Our overall approach is also based on contracts. A component contract has to contain a description of the security-relevant behavior with which the component's execution is assumed to correspond:

- At design time, the structure of the system is analyzed in combination with the behavior descriptions of its components in order to prove that required security properties of the system hold if each component will act in accordance with its contract.
- At run-time, the consideration can focus on the components. For each component it is of interest that its actual behavior in fact is conformable with its contract.

We assume that malicious components or compromised code (e.g., by virus or Trojan horse infection) will result in behaviors which diverge from the descriptions of the contract. Therefore the component behavior is controlled at run-time by means of wrappers. A wrapper monitors the interfaces of a component. It detects the interface events and checks their compliance with the security behavior constraints of the component's employment contract. In case of policy violations components are blocked and the application administrators are notified.

The approach is introduced in (Herrmann and Krumm, 2001), which reports on the architecture and management of wrappers. Moreover, it describes how enforcement functions for state-based policy definitions are provided in wrappers and outlines a corresponding Java Bean implementation. Since detailed control functions can cause substantial overhead, furthermore trust adaptation is introduced. The control functions of a wrapper are dynamically adapted to that level of trust, the component currently has in the eyes of the application owner. Additionally (Herrmann, 2001) concentrates on the trust management
aspects of our approach describing a suitable information system infrastructure and its support for component procurement decisions.

In the sequel we will report on application-oriented aspects of run-time component security policy enforcement. From an application owner’s point of view the security policy of a component shall help to discriminate between desired and malicious component behavior in order to expose compromised components threatening the application and the assets managed by it. In principle, this objective is best supported if the policies specify the desired behavior of the component in detail. Then, however, the policy implementation in the wrappers would have the character of reference implementations and the efforts for the development of the policies and their implementations would be comparable to component development. This aspect as well as performance issues plead for the employment of more abstract policies. Therefore policies are of interest which can be defined under abstraction from the detailed component behavior and which concentrate on the essential application contributions of the component. Additionally, we consider that the design of suitable policies is strongly related to the vulnerabilities of the application and that the vulnerabilities depend on the application’s component architecture as well as on its application functions. Dealing with these requirements we analyze an example application, recognize the general suitability of state-based policies, and identify helpful policy conceptions and patterns.

In more detail, we specify state-based policies by state transition systems and apply the temporal logic specification language cTLA (Herrmann and Krumm, 2000a) for the modular definition of behavior constraints. The example application is a typical e-business application. We study a component-structured application which supports a traditional shop and which emerges to an e-business application of type business-to-business by integration of e-procurement components.

2. RELATED WORK

The security problems of the integration of non-trusted components are related with security of migrating code. With respect to that various approaches were recently developed in order to protect host computers against attacks by mobile programs. The methods mainly focus on control flow safety, memory safety, and stack safety (cf. Kozen, 1999). Besides of isolating security-critical operations in a protected system kernel (e.g. Bershad et al., 1995) and using cryptography for the transit of code, code instrumentation gained attraction in the last years. Here, machine code is altered in a way that critical operations can be analyzed before or monitored during the execution of the code in order to detect attacks. An example is software fault isolation (e.g., Wabbe et al.,
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1993) where non-trusted code is executed and monitored in a safe system part where it cannot cause damage.

Another code instrumentation-based approach is pursued by (Schneider, 1997), who models policies formally by so-called security automata. Moreover, a security automaton can be used to enforce a policy by simulating it simultaneously to the execution of the code. The code is only permitted to perform an execution step if that corresponds to a transition of the automaton. The automata based enforcement extends the early approach of state dependent security specifications (cf. Biskup and Eckert, 1994).

Language based security is another kind of code instrumentation. Here, special security-related information about migrating code is obtained during parsing or other program analysis. The user utilizes this information in order to check the code for compliance with his security policies. An example is the Java byte code verifier which proves Java byte code for type correctness and other security-related properties. Another method is proof carrying code (cf. Kozen, 1999) which enables formal program verification. The program developer annotates the code with a formal specification (e.g., pre- and post-conditions of functions or loop invariants) and hands this information over to the user who proves the code formally. Examples for utilizing proof carrying code are the touchstone compiler (Necula, 1998) and the efficient code certification (Kozen, 1998). Moreover, this method was used for more specialized verification purposes as type checking (Morrisett et al., 1998; Tarditi et al., 1996) and information flow analysis (Ferrari et al., 1997; Myers and Liskov, 1998).

Since the information used for code verification is produced by the code developer, it may be distorted in order to mask malicious code. Thus, one has to check that the program complies to the additional information used for verification. Here, the concept of generic software wrappers proves helpful. In this approach a program is extended by a software checking the code execution during runtime for security properties. Generic software wrappers are used with firewalls and intrusion detection (Avolio and Ranum, 1994; Goldberg et al., 1996; Monroe, 1993). Moreover they can also be applied for protecting component-structured software from malicious system calls (Fraser et al., 1999).

As our approach, (Khan et al., 2001), extend component contracts by security aspects. Unlike us, however, they concentrate on the modeling of requirement-assurance relationships between components. The model has a relatively simple structure and does not represent behavioral properties. Thus, it cannot deal with detailed enforcement policies.
3. SECURITY WRAPPER ARCHITECTURE

Security wrappers (Herrmann and Krumm, 2001) are a useful means to enforce security policies in component-structured software. The interface behavior of non-trusted components is observed and checked for compliance with the security objectives described in the component contract. Figure 1 depicts a wrapper implementation (Mallek, 2000) for component-structured systems based on Java Beans. The system consists of adapters, observers, an adapter generator, a monitor, the built-in Java Security Manager, and a trust manager. Each scrutinized bean is wrapped by an adapter component discerning all events passing the bean interface. Moreover, the adapter may seal the bean by blocking all events if the bean is regarded malicious.

The compliance checks are performed by observer components. An observer simulates a formal specification modeling a security objective defined in the contract of the bean in question. If an adapter discerns an interface event, it blocks the event temporarily and notifies the observers which check if the event is in compliance with the specifications. If all observers accept the event, it is released and forwarded by the adapter. Otherwise, the application administrator is notified and the adapter blocks the bean.

Adapters are created automatically by the adapter generator which utilizes the Java inspection mechanism to detect the event structure of a bean. The monitor acts as the interface to the application administrator. The Java Security Manager is used to prevent hidden data channels of a wrapped bean by permitting only events which pass the corresponding adapter.

The trust manager may be used to reduce the monitoring expenditure depending on the experience, other users gained from the bean. It is linked to a
trust information service (Herrmann, 2001) which stores trust values (cf. Jøsang and Knapskog, 1998) of registered beans according to the amount of positive resp. negative evaluation reports. In intervals the trust manager retrieves the current trust values of the observed beans and decides about full observation, spot checks, or complete removal of the adapters. Moreover, the trust information service informs all interested trust managers about reported malicious behavior. Thus, often a trust manager may cause an adapter to seal a malicious bean before it does any harm.

4. SECURITY POLICY PATTERNS

A malicious component may easily spoil a component-based application by performing confidentiality, integrity, availability, or non-repudiation attacks. With respect to confidentiality the flow of data may be changed in a way that a data unit is forwarded to a component granting access to humans who are not allowed to read the data. This threat is particularly relevant in distributed component-structured systems since the components reside on various network-connected computers with different user-access policies. Besides of data flow attacks, confidentiality may be attacked by utilizing hidden channels. The illegally forwarded information is either concealed in transferred data (steganography) or in the order, number, or execution time of interface events between components. Integrity attacks modify application functionality and information by incorrect component operations, by malicious data base updates, and by manipulations of application configuration parameters. Attacks on the availability of components may be performed in two ways: At first, a service provided by another component is called very often. In consequence, the called component cannot serve other components anymore (denial-of-service attack). At second, a component may block a partner temporarily or continuously by refusing to perform a desired interface action. While waiting for this action, the partner cannot serve other components. Finally, with respect to non-repudiation a component vendor may later deny that the component has triggered or received certain interface events.

To protect an application from component attacks, one has to define security objectives and to enforce corresponding policies. The policies constrain the component behavior in a way that attacks are either prevented or made more difficult. To avoid a confidentiality attack, the flow of data between two components must be restricted in order to forward data only to components which prevent reading by not authorized persons. The danger of hidden channels may be reduced by preventing non-deterministic interface behavior (cf. Zöllner et al., 1998). Therefore a corresponding security policy defines a functional dependency between forwarded data units and previous events to avoid steganography. Other policies restrict the order, number, and execution time of events.
Security policies counteracting integrity attacks restrict the execution of interface events. They constrain arguments of events and apply plausibility checks. In order to prevent denial-of-service attacks, a protecting security policy may schedule a minimum waiting time between two service requests. Thus, the called component gains some time to serve other components. With respect to blocking other components, a security policy may require that a desired event is executed within a maximum waiting time. The guarantee of non-repudiation is difficult since legally binding proofs of event executions are necessary. A step towards such a proof is the incorporation of an independent trusted third party providing for a logging service and a security policy enforcing the logging of interface events. Log-entries contain digital signatures identifying the originating component.

The security wrappers introduced in Sec. 3 can only check the events at the interface of a component but not the internal attribute settings and internal events. Therefore, enforceable security policies concentrate on the interface behavior. Thus, we can define four basic policy patterns which correspond to the four basic aspects of component interfaces:

- **Enabling condition**: The enabling of interface events and the argument values of the events are constrained.

- **Enabling history**: The enabling conditions of interface events depend on the context of preceding interface events.

- **Minimum waiting time**: Interface events may only be executed if some minimum waiting time periods elapsed since preceding events.

- **Maximum waiting time**: Interface events have to occur before a maximum waiting time expired since preceding events.

These four patterns serve as a basis for more specific policy patterns which are directly devoted to the security objectives listed above. With respect to confidentiality we use the following patterns:

- **Data flow access**: A data unit may only be forwarded to a component if a corresponding read access permission exists.

- **Data flow history**: A data unit may only be forwarded in the context of certain preceding interface events.

- **Hidden channel functional dependency**: A forwarded data unit depends on previously transferred data according to a data dependency function.

- **Hidden channel enabling history**: The enabling condition of an interface event and its arguments depend on the context of preceding events according to a occurrence dependency function.
• **Hidden channel execution time:** An interface event has to be executed after a preceding interface event within a certain time period.

Patterns enforcing integrity security objectives are listed in the sequel:

• **Integrity enabling condition:** The enabling conditions of interface events and their arguments are constrained in order to guarantee plausible component interaction.

• **Integrity enabling history:** The enabling conditions of interface events and their arguments depend on the context of preceding interface events in order to guarantee plausible component interaction.

Security objectives avoiding the two types of availability attacks are enforced by the policy patterns listed below:

• **Denial-of-service minimum waiting time:** An interface event may only be executed if a minimum waiting time period elapsed since a similar event was executed.

• **Denial-of-service enabling history:** The enabling condition of an interface event depends on the context of certain preceding interface events and additionally on a minimum waiting time period.

• **Blocking maximum waiting time:** An interface event has to be executed before a maximum waiting time period expired since a certain preceding interface event.

• **Blocking enabling history:** According to the context of certain preceding interface events an interface event has to be executed before a maximum waiting time period expired.

In order to support non-repudiation we use the following pattern:

• **Event logging:** A component has to log an executed or received event together with a unique signature with a trusted third party logging service.

All of these security policies can be modeled formally as state transition systems. The policy enforcement wrappers (cf. Sec. 3) implement corresponding state machines by means of state representations and state change operations (Herrmann and Krumm, 2001). During run-time, the occurrences of component interface events trigger state changes. Thus, the state machines keep track of the execution history and the compliance of interface events with the security policies can be checked.

For the specification of the policies, we used the formal specification technique cTLA (cf. Herrmann and Krumm, 2000a) which facilitates specifications of safety, liveness, and real-time (Herrmann and Krumm, 2000b) properties in a process style similar to high-level programming languages. Furthermore,
cTLA supports the design of constraint-oriented specifications (cf. Vissers et al., 1988). Thus, different security policies may be specified and observed separately. Moreover, we like to mention that cTLA can additionally be used for verifying that the combination of the implemented policy enforcements of an application guarantees abstract application security properties.

We propose, that component vendors add cTLA specifications of suitable security policies to component contracts. Before incorporating a component into an application, an application developer may check and extend the proposed security policies. The detailed policy specifications used in the following e-requisitioner example can be accessed via WWW (URL: ls4-www.informatik.uni-dortmund.de/RVS/P-SACS/eReq). The transformation of these cTLA specifications to implementing Java code has been performed manually since a suitable cTLA-to-Java compiler is not yet operational.

5. COMPONENT-STRUCTURED E-PROCUREMENT APPLICATION

To support standardization of electronic procurement (e-procurement) procedures, the OBI consortium issued a set of specifications for Open Buying on the Internet (OBI, 1999). According to these specifications the architecture for e-procurement activities consists of a buying organization, a selling organization, a payment authority, and a requisitioner. In behalf of the buying organization the requisitioner carries out orders of goods at the selling organization which are paid by means of the payment authority. The corresponding OBI business-to-business (B2B) model consists of seven successive steps:

1. The requisitioner asks the buying organization for hyperlinks to merchant servers of selling organizations.
2. The requisitioner requests the selling organization to offer tenders for the desired goods.
3. Each selling organization creates a tender and maps it into an OBI order request which is compatible to the EDI standard (DISA, 2001) and transfers it to the buying organization either via the requisitioner or directly.
4. Based on the tenders, the requisitioner and possibly other entities of the buying organization select a winning selling organization and generate an order.
5. The completed order is formatted as an EDI-compatible OBI order object and is transferred to the winning selling organization.
6. The selling organization fulfills the order.
7. In behalf of the selling organization the payment authority issues an invoice to the buying organization and receives a payment.
Our example system performs the commodity management of fast-food franchise restaurants. It was developed on the basis of the SalesPoint-Framework (Schmitz, 1999). This framework is non-profit and facilitates the construction of various shop systems. It supports business functions like buying, selling, or leasing goods as well as administrative functions like accounting, storekeeping, and management of product catalogs. The framework is implemented in Java but was originally not component-structured. Therefore we adapted the commodity management system and created three Java Bean-based components which realize the sale functions of the restaurant, the management of the counting stock, and the catalog of offered products.

To enable automated e-procurement of the food and beverages, we created and added three other components making the restaurant to an OBI buying organization (cf. Fig. 2). First we extended the OBI specification in order to integrate automated procurement which in contrast to OBI is not performed by humans but by an electronic requisitioner component OBI-E-Requisitioner. Moreover, we added a Directory of Sellers containing the addresses and range of goods for sale of the selling organizations. Finally, the OBI-Buying Adapter manages the formatting of tender requests, tenders, and orders according to the OBI specification and acts as an interface to the selling organization. The composition of the six components realizes the buying system. Moreover, a group of selling systems was developed based on the SalesPoint-Framework. Finally, we created a trusted third party logging service in order to support non-repudiation of transactions. Since we are mainly interested in the order process, we omitted the payment authority for the sake of simplicity. The components can be downloaded from the WWW-project page (URL: ls4-www.informatik.uni-dortmund.de/RVS/P-SACS/eReq).
Due to the integration of automated procurement we had to extend OBI by format definitions for machine-processable tender request messages. Since the EDI standard (DISA, 2001) does not support tender requests, we encoded tender requests, tenders, and orders in commercial eXtensible Markup Language (cXML, 2001). This more modern B2B encoding standard is based on the popular XML and supports not only purchase orders and tenders but also tender requests.

The realization of the procurement steps is delineated by the edge labels in Fig. 2. Since the e-requisitioner manages not only the procurement process but also the decision, when to order, the procurement starts with a new step 0. Here, the e-requisitioner inspects the counting stock in intervals. If new goods are needed, it requests the addresses of selling organizations from the directory of sellers (step 1). Thereafter tender requests are generated and forwarded to the selling organizations via the buying adapter (step 2). The sellers react with tenders which are sent to the buying adapter and delivered to the e-requisitioner (step 3). In step 4 the e-requisitioner consults the catalog and the counting stock beans, makes a procurement decision based on the tenders, the stock volume, and the sale prices, and creates the order objects. Finally, the orders are sent to the buying adapter which forwards them to the corresponding selling organizations (step 5). The steps 6 and 7 realizing the payment are omitted. In order to log the tender requests, incoming tenders, and orders, in the steps 2, 3, and 5 the requisitioner sends the corresponding log data to the logging service.

6. COMPONENT BEHAVIOR ENFORCEMENT

Since the procurement process is controlled by the electronic requisitioner, correct and secure execution of this component is crucial for the whole application. Malicious behavior of the OBI-E-Requisitioner may lead to various security violations like forwarding of competitor’s tenders to preferred selling organizations, ordering not from the least expensive seller, hurting the buyer by too large, too small, resp. too late orders, or repudiation of orders. Assuming that the e-requisitioner was procured from a possibly not trustworthy company, we applied the security patterns described in Sec. 4. Under instantiation of these patterns, a set of suitable policies were designed and described by cTLA specifications. The cTLA specifications were transformed to Java code which was integrated into the wrapper of the e-requisitioner component.

Following confidentiality protecting policies are used:

- A tender request contains only articles which, according to the directory of sellers, are in the range of articles offered by the particular seller (Data flow access).
- A tender is requested only from sellers contained in the directory of sellers (Data flow access).
The order amount for an article depends unambiguously from the amount of the particular article in the stock (Hidden channel functional dependency).

A tender request and an order may be executed only if the last order was carried out in the meantime (Hidden channel enabling history).

The first two policies guarantee that information about the portfolio of the buying organization and the existence of the procurement procedure are only forwarded to appropriate sellers. The two other security policies make the use of hidden channels (e.g., for information about competitors' tenders) more difficult by avoiding non-deterministic interface behavior.

With respect to integrity following policies are used:

- An order may be generated only after a certain minimum number of tenders were received (Integrity enabling history).

- The requisitioner orders one of the least expensive tenders (Integrity enabling history).

- The values in the counting stock, the catalog, the directory of sellers, the OBI-Buying Adapter, and the logging service are not changed (Integrity enabling condition "false" for modifying operations).

- The amount ordered is in an interval between a certain minimum and maximum (Integrity enabling condition).

The first two security policies guarantee that all selling organizations have a fair chance to win an order. Attacks against other components are avoided by the third objective while the last one prevents orders with unreasonable amounts of an article.

To prevent attacks against the availability of the system, the security policies below are used:

- Operations of the counting stock, the catalog, the directory of sellers, and the buying adapter are called only after minimum waiting time intervals (Denial-of-service minimum waiting time).

- The counting stock is polled within maximum waiting time intervals (Blocking maximum waiting time).

- If, according to the counting stock, the number of a certain article is low, a procurement process for this article is started within a maximum time interval ( Blocking enabling history).

- After receiving the threshold number of tenders an order is executed within a maximum waiting time ( Blocking enabling history).
Denial-of-service attacks against the partner components are prevented by the first security objective while the other specifications guarantee that orders are executed timely to avoid cleared stocks.

Finally, to assure that the buying organization can audit requested and incoming tenders as well as all orders, the following non-repudiation security policy is used:

- Tender requests, tender deliveries, and orders are logged at the logging service (Event logging).

7. **CONCLUDING REMARKS**

We reported on the use of formal security policy specifications in component contracts. The compliance of the real behavior with the contracts is enforced at run-time by means of wrappers. In our e-procurement example the run-time enforcement causes a performance penalty between 5 and 10%. While this penalty seems acceptable, it can be reduced by using a trust manager which controls the amount of observation according to the current trust value, which is assigned to the component by a trust information service (cf. Herrmann, 2001). Current work concentrates on the development of a component system security framework which — besides of enforceable policies — additionally provides patterns for the specification of abstract application security properties. Moreover, the framework contains proof theorems facilitating the formal proof that the security properties of an application are fulfilled by its components.
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